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1. Introduction

In sample surveys, the unknown mean Y of a finite population can
often be estimated more efficiently by using an auxiliary variable X
which is correlated with Y and whose mean X is known. One such
estimate is the ratio estimate. Many a time it happens, however, that
the population mean Xis not known and in this case the ratio estimate
cannot be used to estimate the unknown population mean Y. The
usual procedure in such a situation is to use what is known as the
technique of double sampling. This paper is concerned with the
extension of double sampling technique to multi-stage designs and
illustrate the results with reference to data on paddy collected in the
course of crop-cutting experiments conducted in Mansura District of
Egypt.

2. Notation and Double Sampling Procedure

Let

N == total number of primary units in the population.

Mi = the number of secondary units in the z-th primary unit
= L 2, ...,iV),

Py = the number of tertiary units in the y-th secondary unit
(_/= 1, 2, ..., Mi, / = 1; 2, ..., N)

= the value of the fc-th tertiary unit of the j-lh secondary
unit of the Wh primary unit,

Pij

&=1
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N

2 and Mi=0.
1 e

Further, let Xyj, be the value of the auxiliary variable for the ^-th
tertiary unit of the y-th secondary unit of the /-th primary unit. Then
the various qualities Xn,, Zj., and Z., can be defined similarly as above.

When the population mean Z,. is known, the usual estimator
for estimating the population mean Y,„ is

where Y _and Z.. are the sample estimates of the populations means
7... and Z... respectively.

We shall now consider the case when X_ is not known. In this
case, we.propose to use the procedure of double sampling. To estimate
Z ., we take a random sample of n' primary units out of N. In the
j-th selected primary unit, we take a random sample of m/ secondary
units out of Mi. In the ij-ih selected secondary unit, we select a random
sample of pij' tertiary units of P,j. Then an unbiased estimator of
the population mean X_ is given by

9
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(2.1)

where

and its variance is given by

>-(?'.•)=(i - j,) s,."+i (i - s,.-.
1

N Mi

where

and

N

1

Mi

1

Pfj

1

(2.3)

Out of «' primary units, we select a random sub-sample of n units.
Out of the nii secondary units selected in the/-th selected primary unit,
we select a random sub-sample of secondary units. Out of the
Pi/ tertiary units selected in the //-th selected secondary unit, we selecl
a random sub-sample of p^j units. Then the total number of ultimate
units selected in the sub-sample is

n m{

• S SPii-
«=i i=i

iBoth the characters X and Y are observed on ihis sub-sample.
Then the estimate proposed for the population mean of the .character
Y, using information on the auxiliary variable X, is

- 7= V"' " v (2.4)
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with

1 . . _

mi

^ - ,1

1

, 1

3. Expectation and Var)ance of Y'j,

To compute the expectation of Y^', we proceed as follows. Since
Y„, X„ and X'„' are unbiased est|mates_ of the corresponding popu
lation means, we assume that Y„ = 7 . + X„ = X,,_ + E2 and
X',. = X:„ + E^ with EEi^EE„ = EEi' = Q.

Then

yi„ I •

= AY... + e^){x... + e^)
(^... + ^2)

Expanding, taking expectation and rieglecting higher order tenr.s
it can be shown that

£(7/) = ?,..(] ^£0, (3.1)
where ' ^

B = Cov(fV, r„0-Cov(f,..l,.) _ F(r„0 - V(X„)
^ fx. x\,

• '• (3.2)
Hence the estimate is biased, the relative bias of the estimale

being given by (3.2).

Taking Pj,-, Mi and N.to be very-large so that finite correction
factors can be ignored and further letting ms' = m', m, =m,

Pii'=P', Pii=P, = and it turns out that
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n _ / 1 _ __ \
n'jKxj X„YJ

1^1 ^ ^ A
\mi Ji'm'j Kxj X..X..J

I f 1 \ f^_WX^ /T a\
\nmp n'm'p') VZ.,^

It follows that the bias will be zero and hence the estimate un
biased if

^icxu ^vay
X.. " ~ 5...^ "• S,J •

Using the results of large sample theory, we have

V{Y '̂) = F(r„) + [V{X„) - F(r„0]
- 2R [Cov (f f „) - Cov (ff

where

Substituting and simplifying, we obtain

1

- ,T^E(i - w)
1

N

+± yjsL
IIN £j niiMi Li " \Vii PiJ

1 1

X (S%, + - 2JiS,jJ

N Mi

w'A'Z_J w/Mj Z_i ' \Pis' PiJ
1 1

•x {S% + R^S\i, -2RS,y,.,)

^3.4)

(3.5)
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+(? " It) (i ~^i)
1

N Mi

1 1

If p.^ —p-l = Pf., that is, there is no sub-sampling at the third
stage:

V(Y,') =Q- i) (5,;^ + - 2RS\,,)
N

1

N

1

(3.7)

If in addition, w/ —mi —Mi, that is, there is no sub-sampling
at the second stage also:

F(?.') =(i - i) s,;^ +(^ - ^){s, '̂+r's,:^-2rs\j.
(3.8)

Let , . ,

N N N

^W!r.V = ^ ^^ ^w/ = ^ Siy~,
1 , 1 , 1

N M N M

AW Zj Z]
1 .1 1-1 • "

N M

=]^2]Zi

5,.a' = - 2RS,,

+ R'L' -2RS,
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If further it is assumed that = 1, V„ = 1, nii = m, m/ = m',
P» —Py Pi/ = P' and finite eorrection factors can be ignored, formulae
3.6, 3,7 and 3.8 reduce respectively to

2
W(l

4- ( _L_ ! ^ 5' 2-L
\nmp n'm'p'J ^ n' ^ n'm' ^ n'm'p''P

(3.9)

=G ^f) +(i" ik) +¥+U•
(3.10)

(3.T1)

Formulas (3.10) and (3.11) agcee with those given by Hora^ and
Cochran.i

4. Estimation of the Variance

Let

1 ^ -
'ij

1

mi

1

~ ^ ("i-^i.<»H>(PiJ> ~^n) ("i YumOipii) —Y„)
(4.1)

with s'i^\ defined similarly.

Then it can be easily shown that

Mi

''I'll

• . - Mi
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•W

+If2]'"'U

Est

N Mi

N LuniiMiLj \Pii Pi,
1 1

It follows that unbiased estimates of Stj^y, 5%^^ and S\^ are
given by:

• (4.2)

m,-

Est s',,, = - —Yj
1

n

Est S\,,, = ~«2j ~
1

n mi

" ^ L ~
1 1

Estimates for 5^,.,, S,,;^ and 5s/^ can be obtained
n a similar manner. Also, ignoring bias

Est/? = i = i?, (4.5)
•^fJ

Using these estimates, it follows on simplification that

-1 1

1 • . •

+ ~]v) +«]V Zj fe; ~m)
1

m La \mt J
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mj

' nN
V -! ys..

1 1

n »f.j

1 1

If all the MiS are equal to M say and equal to P and = m,
m/ = m', Pi— p and 77/ = p', then it can be shown that

n m

i 1

n

^ '̂uxn ~ y)^ ~ ^WX!/ ~^KXt/
1

~ ^ ^wxi/ ^wxu

It follows that

Estl;„„ = l,„^ (4.7)

Est -s;,, = (4.8)

Est (4.9)

Writing

= -h/ + K%J —

Sua^ = + Pb^Sw/ —2i?sS,„„

= V + ^.'4/- 2

and ignoring finite correction factors, we find that the estimate of the
variance given in (3.9) is given by:

Es. F(r.') =(i-^),.,' +^(i_l,)s, 2
icq

j L.(\ J_AI 2 I
^ m'n'Kp /y ^ n'

n'\m mW \p p') ""'
(4.10)
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5, Efficiency

When no information is available concerning the auxiliary variable,
the appropriate estimate for the population mean is Y„ andits variance
is given by

1

N Mi

_1_
hN

1 1

o 2 e 2 e 2I ^WU _|_ ^ICl/
~ n mn mnp

if jui = m, Pij = p, Mi = M and P.-, = P andfinite correction factors can
be ignored.

Hence, double sampling will be more efficient than simple random
sampling if

V(Y^')<V(Y„)

i.e., if

(~ - (R'S,/ - 2RS,J

If

- ^icxy = ^wxy
Pb — o 5 rto — = = '

^ ^by ^ ^iry
-"hx — ' *-'6v Y ' X * Y

-> __ o-nH r —
"WX — — Y '
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Then V{?g) is less than V (?„) if

1 C,, • ^ 1 C,;, ^ ^ ] C
/'6>57r: , ?,„> ica

2Q/- 2 - ^ 2 - y
^wv ^\cy , ;

In p^ticular, if Cj, = Cy„, C,,, = and C„, = C„„, the
estimate Yg based on double sampling will be more efficient than
Y„ if pt > h Pw > i and p„ > i.

6. Numerical Illustration

The results obtained above will now be illustrated with reference

to the data collected from the crop-cutting experiments on paddy carried
out in the Mansura District of Egypt during the year 1955. The design
adopted for the survey was that of multi-stage stratified sampling with
villages constituting the primary units of sampling and fields as the
secondary units of sampling. The data relate to weight in kilograms
of grain and straw together and grain alone. If X, denotes the weight
of grain and straw together and Y the weight of grain alone, then from
the analysis of the data, we obtain:

Analysis of variance

Source D.F. M.S. M.S. ivx) M.S. (x^)

Between villages 11 65-91 141 -68 418-50

Within villages .. 12 8-21 28'•12 153-26 .

Hence Est 5,= 153-26, Est = 8-21, Est = 28• 12,
Est = 132.62, Est = 28.85, Est = 56.78 and R, = -2979.

We will now consider different schemes of sampling

I n' = 48 m' = 1

n = 12 m = 1

II n' = 24 m' = 2

n = 12 m = 1

ni n' = 16 m' = 3

n = 12 m = 1

IV n' = 12 m' = 4'

n = 12 m = 1
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Then using the above data, we have F(7b'), = 1-51, V{Yg\
= 1-97, F(f«')„. = 2-43 and F(7^').v = 2-89. Also V(Y^„) for
« = 12, w = 1, without the use of.auxiliary variable is 3-09. There
fore the gain in efficiency under the first scheme is 104% while
that under the second and third schemes is 57% and 27% respectively.
The gain in efficiency under the fourth scheme is only 7%'

These comparisons are of considerable value. What is of interest
however is to know whether the reduction in variance would be worth

the extra expenditure on the additional sample required to observe
the auxiliary variable. Clearly, we should choose that procedure which
for a fixed cost, say Co, minimizes the variance of the estimate. Let

Ci = cost of visiting a primary unit,

Ca = cost per experiment of harvesting the crop and observing
X, the yield of (grain + straw),

Cg = cost per experiment of winnowing and thrashing the pro
duce.

If we consider the second or third scheme of double sampling,
the. total cost Cq can be expressed-,as , /

Co — c^n'+ H-Cgum (6-1)

We will now determine the optimum values of «, m' and m
such that for a fixed cost Cq, F (?«') is minimum. We therefore con
sider the function .

(yji') + ^ (ci"' + Cgn'm' + Cgnm) (6.2)

where F(7fi') is given by (3.10). Then differentiating w.r.t. n, m'
and m, we find after some simplification that the optimum values of
n', n, m' and m are given by

and

«• =
£Co

m' =

•\/Cl [5 -V/Cl + W VCg]

wye,
B '

m = \

n =

Vcg [5Vci + W -v/Cij + -

(6.3)
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with

= and fV'-=. S,,,/-

whenee substituting, the optimum variance is given by

y(h') = ~
<-0

BVCi+JV Vt-2 + VC3 + ^ VC:

X (B V^i +WVc,. + Vca). (6.4)

In the case of simple two-stage sampling design without the use
of auxiliary variable, the appropriate cost function to be considered is

Co = + (c'a + C3) mn (6.5)

We _will therefore determine the optimum values of m and n so
that F(r„,„) is minimum for fixed cost Cg with

e 2
^10!/

n mn

Considering the function

V(Y„J + A(ci« + c^nm + c^mn)

(6.6)

(6.7)

and differentiating w.r.t. n and m, we find that the optimum values of n
and m are given by

SlyCg
n =

VIV+ •\/c2 + C3 S'^j]

ni =
^Wl/ V"<^1

Sis, V c'a + C3

and that the optimum variance is given by

1
V i^nm) — 7=r [-\/<^l ^ln + •\/C2 + C3

<--0

(6.8)

(6.9)

Substituting for S,,/, S„/, W^, and the estimates derived
from the analysis of variance, a comparison was made of the two
systems of sampling for — 1 and different values of cj/cg. These
results are given below.

Cj/C2 .. 9 16 25 36

% Gain in efficiency 6 11 14 16
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If we consider the fourth scheme of double sampling, the total
cost Co can be expressed as

Co = c-ji + Citim' + c^nm (6.10)

Proceeding as before, we find that the optimum values of «, m'
and m are given by

^ ^0
n — )

and

m =
W-x/Cj

^h!/ V'̂ 2

SwQ V
in =

V<^a

and that the optimum' variance is given by

y ') = ^ ~l" V '̂-a
Co

Then the relative efficiency of double sampling over simple two
stage sampling is given by

2

R.E. =
VCl ^l!/ + V^a + ^3 ^WU

(6.11)

(6.13)

Under this set-up it can be shown that double sampling will be
more efficient than simple two-stage sampling, if

('-It)

If we consider the first scheme of double sampling, the total cost
Co can be expressed as

Co = Ci«' + c^n'm + Cgwm (6.15)

Under this set-up, it is not possible to obtain explicitly the opti
mum values of n', m and n and hence the optimum variance.

7. Stratified Sampling

The extension of the theory to stratified sampling is straightfor
ward. For simplicity we will consider the simple case when each
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primary unit contains the same number of secondary units and each
secondary unit contains the same number of tertiary units. We will
also use the same notation that was employed for the unstratified case
except that an additional subscript t will be introduced to denote the
stratum. Two .procedures are usually followed:

(0 Separate ratio estimate.—A separate estimate is made for each
stratum. Then the estimate of the" population mean over-all strata
is given by . -

(7.1)

where ^t=iN,jN) and K is the number of strata and S A, = 1;
1

Then ignoring finite correction factors, it can be shown that

K

1 ..... .

(.ntnttPt " n/m,'pt^ ~P*"
To obtain an idea of how the bias diminishes with the sample

size, assume that

«/ = m; = a^mt, Pi' = a^Pt ' "

where a^, and og are constants greater than unity and

n m p
= m = Pt = ^ ,

where -

Snt = n, 27 m, = m and Ept = p.

Further assume that the quantities p,^,

Pl.O> ^tW-C! ^tWI/ and P(^"are each of the same order from stratum to

stratum, say Cj,, Cjj,,C,„„ p,„. C,„, and respectively.
Then.it will be seen that the relative bias in the estimate tends ,to zero
provided the sample size within each straturn. is sufficiently large. ..
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Also, to a first approximation

V(Y '̂) = i [F(7J + R,'lViXJ - V{X„>,)]
1

- 2R, [Cov (Y„,, - Cov (Y„.„ X,,>)] (7.3)

This formula is based on the assumption that the sample size in
each stratum is sufficiently large, This may not always be true. ' We
therefore consider the second procedure.

(ii) Combined estimate.—The estimate in this case is

SKY,, ^
= • 2: (7.4)

S\X,,, ^
1

Under the assumptions made earlier and assuming in addition rif
it can be shown that the relative bias in the estimate equals

Ui

+"^2) ~

It follows that even when the size of the sample within each stratum
is small, a combined estimate can give a satisfactory estimate of the
population mean provided Ihe total sample n is sufficiently large.

To a first approximation, it can be shown that

V = f {y(K) + (^,.) - V(Xnu)]
1

-2J?[Cov (F„,, Cov (?„<,. 1,,,)]}. (7.6)

Then it follows that

V(Y^:)-V(Y^')

^ S V{[ViXJ-V{X„,)]{R-~R,y
1

+ 2{R-R,)[R,{ViX,;)-V{X„>)}

- {Cov iX„„ Y„,) - Cov (!„,,, YM-
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It will be seen that the difference depends upon the magnitude of the
variation between the strata ratios and the value of

R, [V{XJ - F(Z„0] - [Cov f„,) - Cov Y,,)].

The latter expression however represents the relative bias of the
estimated population mean within each stratum which will generally
be small. It follows therefore that the combined estimate will have
a lower precision than that based on separate strata. On the other
hand, the bias in the former estimate will be smaller than in the latter.
Unless therefore the population ratios in the different strata vary con
siderably, the use of a combined estimate may provide an estimate
which has a negligible bias and whose precision is almost as high as
that of the estimate based on separate strata.

The results given in this paper have also been extended to the case
when the selection probabilities are unequal. It is proposed to give
these results in another paper.

8. SUMIV^RY

For estimating the population total of a character y under study
by means of ratio method of estimation, it is usually assumed that the
population total of the ancillary character x is known. When this
is not so, the usual -practice known as double sampling is to take a
large sample for estimating the population total of x and a sub-sample
of this sample is used to observe both the characters. Cochran gives
the appropriate formulae in this case for single stage designs. This
paper extends these results to multistage designs. The results are
illustrated with reference to a sample survey on paddy.
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